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The Bridging Ages Conference in Finland
September 2009
Dear colleagues and friends!
Our warmest Thanks to all of you that took your time and
made an effort to participate in the Bridging Ages
Conference, 10-13 September 2009 in Finland. We enjoyed
having you here for inspiring seminars, presentations and
fellowship. It was a pleasure to show Ostrobothnia, our flat
landscape, harsh archipelago and countryside villages like
Solf and Hopsala and cities like Vaasa and Kokkola. We are
looking forward to the next meeting with the whole Bridging
Ages family.
Greetings from local organizers at Stundars, Kronoby
hembygdsförening and Österbottniska
fornforskningssällskapet!

Gunilla, Victoria, Annina, Eva-Marie and Lilian
(hidden behind) from Ostrobothnia.

”Bridging Local History in a Global Context”
was the theme of the Bridging Ages Conference 10-13 September 2009 in Ostrobothnia, Finland. In total 67
participants from seven countries took part in the conference. The participants, who represented both newcomers and also more experienced Bridging Ages-members, came from South Africa, USA, Turkey, Sweden,
Estonia, Latvia and Finland. As a warm-up, the conference started one day ahead with two options on the
programme: Hands-on archeological school project in Malax or a Time Travel to the 14th century with the
Christian Folk High School in Vaasa. This Folk High School has had Time Travel in their curriculum for years!
Thursday and Friday was set apart for Business meeting and seminars at Stundars Open-Air Museum. During
these days we were able to listen to various presentations about Historical Environmental Education.

The participants at the Bridging Ages Conference in Stundars, Finland September 2009.

Remember to reserve enough time for discussion in the next conference, since Bridging Ages participants
have great need to reflect upon the methods! (Evaluation Report www.bridgingages.com). We concluded
the Friday evening with a refreshing Sauna bath in the Kvarken archipelago. The Finns were very impressed by all the braveness the international participants showed, specially since the sea was quite chilly.
The Conference moved during Saturday
and Sunday to the city of Kokkola, ca 120
km north of Vaasa along the coast. After
a short stop at Oravais battlefield, from
the Finnish war 1808-1809, we arrived in
Kokkola ready for a Time Travel back to
September 1809. The merchant Anders
Roos senior was about to prepare a
wedding for his son. All the people were
looking forward to the wedding party,
usually meaning a lot of food and happy
company. Specially since this was the
first wedding after the Finnish war. And
even though the peace treaty between
Sweden and Russia was about to be
signed (17.9.1809), the citizens in
Kokkola were still not very excited. After a
few days Finland would become a part of the The vice president, the president and Scott from New Mexico
in the warm tub.
Russian Empire, and the Russian soldiers
would be a daily sight in the landscape. This was actually the end of more than 600 years of the common
kingdom Sweden-Finland. The Time Travel to 1809 was even more interesting because at this point the
Bridging Ages conference merged with another conference, held by the Finland –Swedish Federation for
Local Heritage. All together we were a company of 150 persons dressed in early 19th century clothes, which
made ordinary Kokkola inhabitants raise an eyebrow…
Sunday was spent sightseeing in Kokkola and its surroundings. A visit to Tolvmansgården where ten
year old girls from the local museum club were our guides, followed by a lovely lunch with a local touch
made our day complete.
The conference was organized by an Ostrobothnian network for Time travels and Historic Environment
Education, existing since 2007.

A meeting between two characters in the 1809
Time Travel.
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A measuring of strength and a fight between a Russian
soldier and a Finn. 1809 in Kokkola.

Presentations from the Conference
“Time Travels and Historic Environment Education as part of the curriculum”
Annina Ylikoski, Coordinator for the Ostrobothnian children’s culture network, Finland
Time Travels and Historic Environment Education can be a central part of the local schools curriculum. In the
archipelago of Turku, the museums have worked towards getting it as part of the schools curriculum. The
same is now also happening in Ostrobothnia, in a special children’s culture network that spans over 18
muncipalities.
When Historic Environment Education is part of the curriculum, it becomes a natural element in the schools
yearly activity. The plans are made according to the age of the children and the local museum’s facilities and
possibilities. The children visit the local museums every other year from the age of 7 till 16, and Time Travels
are included. There are also activities for younger children from ages 3-6.
The themes and historical times differ. The school subject does not always have to be history; Historic
Environment Education can integrate a variety of different subjects! The local environment and teaching in the
local history and heritage is used in maths, English, biology or geography and in practical subjects like art,
music, gymnastics and crafts. Time Travels are easy to apply to many subjects.

Young Finnish learners in 2009 eager to go back in time…

“Cooperation model in the culture heritage education: problems and challenges”
Agrita Ozola, Tukums Museum, Latvia
Recent international conventions referring to the impact of cultural heritage in the society enhance the
education for both adults and young people and give prominence to the needs of a life-long learning process.
In the Baltic states, education and interpretation of the heritage has rapidly increased the last decades. The
importance of heritage education and the cooperation in the field is becoming more distinct and results in
different innovative forms of heritage communication. The Time Travel method and Historical Environment
Education are examples of this and has spread into the Baltic States and other countries in Europe, America
and Africa.
There are different problems in each country and many of them are in the field of communication between
different actors.
The main formulated questions are still not answered: How is heritage and historic environment education
defined on the national level and in the central organizations? What kind of status does heritage education
have in strategies, structures and actions plans of the organizations? How is cultural heritage included in the
school work, in their educational plans and in the training of the teachers? What kind of special training is
available for people working with heritage education and/or museum and historical sites pedagogy and
interpretation?
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“An Emotional Experience as a Learning Opportunity”
Leen Jõesoo, Estonian Folk Art and Craft Union
This presentation is based on the research I made in Tallinn University adult education department. The
problem of my master thesis, arisen from the theoretical background and my practical experience as an
organizer of Time Travels in Tallinn, was the following: what are the connections between emotional
experience/thrill and learning?
As a result of the analysis of the theoretical positions and empirical data, it became apparent that experiencing is a process, as a result of which new experiences are gained but emotional experiences/ thrills may
be experienced. What distinguishes a thrill from an experience in its relation to feelings, sensing something
as special or new? A thrill cannot be measured universally; its sensing depends on the background, prior
experiences and emotional state of the person. A thrill is closely tied to learning, possessing characteristics
that can be both conducive as well as hindering to learning. A thrill is an experience that is memorable due
to its uniqueness and has the ability to fascinate the student by including emotions of surprise…
In the learning process people need their emotions and senses to be included. Offering emotional thrills is a
good opportunity to engage the students, to attract their attention, provided that the experience is safe and
moderately emotional. In order to ensure learning, emotional thrills, just like experiences, must be connected
to prior knowledge and be reflected on.

“Time Travels to our Recent Pasts”
Prof Jon Hunner, New Mexico State University, USA
Ebbe Westergren, Kalmar Läns Museum, Sweden
The last years Time Travels have been organized to recent times, early or even late 20th century. The
reactions and emotions in these Time Travels have been quite strong, making a big impact on the
participants.
In New Mexico Time Travels to two periods in the 20th century illustrates how the past continues to live in the
present. In turning to the years of 1912 and 1937, we see that themes that surface from the past are still current
today, like equality, poverty, conflict and controversy. By using the past to look at the present, students gain a
better understanding of history and of our human conditions.
In March 2009 Kalmar Läns Museum organized Time Travels in Nicaragua and also in South Africa to recent
times. In Nicaragua the Time Travel was part of a workshop in the small mountain town La Dalia. The Time
Travel took place at the coffee farm La Estrella and the year was 1980, one year after the Sandinista revolution.
Focus in the Time Travel was a literacy campaign that started 23 March 1980. People discussed how to build
up the country after the revolution and each person’s contribution. The 60 people that took part were very
engaged and they used their own knowledge of the time in the discussions and the singing.
The place for the Time Travel back to 1986 in South Africa was the AME church in the township of Ikageng,
Potchefstroom. The Time Travel focused on an illegal meeting with the Ikageng Civic Organisation in one of
the darkest years of apartheid. The participants wrote protest placards, discussed boycotts and marches,
sang songs and shouted slogans from the time. It was a fantastic engagement and the people from Ikageng
took over the Time Travel completely and made it a full experience for everyone, also with indications to the
situation in the country in 2009.
Conclusions
Time Travels to the recent past with controversial issues
• Raises a lot of emotions and engagement
• The past is still present. The past and today mix
together
• Creates meaning for the participants
• The conflicts continue or is it a way towards
reconciliation?
It’s fascinating to make Time Travels to a time that
many of the participants have strong memories from.
Try it yourself!
Abstracts for all the presentations at the conference can
be seen on the homepage of Bridging Ages:
www.bridgingages.com

The Time Travel to 1980 in Nicaragua, one year
after the revolution, raised a lot of emotions.
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First Time Travel in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
Port Shepstone Harbour 1905
1905 in the harbour. There are always people by the Umzimkulu river at the river mouth, Zulus, Indians, Coloureds and
White Settlers.Today the people are waiting for the Umzimvubu steamer to arrive from Durban. Some need to buy
groceries and flour. Others are called to work on the harbour
wall. This very day you can really feel the tension in the air.
The colonial government of Natal has passed a law saying
that each person has to pay a new tax on every head.
The reading of the proclamation text is interrupted by some
people shouting:
"There is already too much of oppression. They took our land,
they took our tradition and culture, now they take away our
men and they want us to pay for it! It is enough"
There is a debate amongst the Indian indentured labourers
and the Zulu labourers -- Should we start a violent uprise or
is non violence the right way to protest, following Mahatma
Gandhi's advice?

A Zulu dance takes us forwards in time,
from 1905 to 2009.

Short Evaluation:
Our first Time Travel project in Port Shepstone, KwaZulu-Natal, in October 2009, was a resounding success.
As a voluntary, non govt. organisation, finances, resources, costumes, transport, groceries were challenges.
Within two days, Ugu district municipality came to our aid. We worked as a team, Ebbe and colleagues
including our time travel committee members. Every person understood the relevancy of this project to our
community, found the time to participate and responded positively. Full attendance on a Sunday afternoon
planning meeting is one example of the commitment by the three pilot schools: Marburg, Nobabmba and
Merlewood Secondary Schools, as well as our local museum and many other community members.
Three months preceding the first time travel project, the team worked consistently: oral history, research, site
visits etc. Museum Services from Pietermaritzburg was extensively involved in collating research material, including many other persons, that read, researched and made efforts to go the extra mile. We formed a study
group and shared information on our local heritage sites. It is sad that so little is documented about the people
of this region.
It was a project that far exceeded our expectations. The
photographs speak for themselves. Our idea of mixing the
learners from the three schools on the three Time Travel
days could not have been better planned. It brought about
unity, understanding our background and history, skills and
learning in different areas and above all an overwhelming
YES for continuity.
This is just the beginning of many future projects. We have
now included Mlazi and Marburg Primary schools and
extended the pilot project for 2010. Funding is a major
hurdle but if we could have done it with limited finances
once, nothing is impossible when we put our resources together. The evaluation by the learners (next page) is self
explanatory towards in-depth teaching in historic environments and Time Travel as an educational method in all
learning areas. But this method goes beyond the learner
and schools, for the first time there is a conscious effort
in documenting our history from the bottom up perspective,
in bringing about understanding, reconciliation, healing and
sharing of resources.

Sugar cane is stored in the harbour in 1905.

Thanking each and every person that made a contribution, the whole Time Travel Committee and others and
our learners of course.
Gulshera Khan
Time Travel Coordinator in Port Shepstone, South Africa
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Comments from the learners after the Port Shepstone Time Travels

The learners turned into Zulus and Indians of 1905.

-I remember from the Time Travel how the different race groups were joining each other in numerous
daily activities.
-I learnt to speak freely and encourage myself to stand up for what's right and what I believe in.
-I learnt that fighting does not solve problems but causes more problems than solutions.
-The dancing in the circle was fantastic, Indian dance and zulu dance. We threw all our differences aside
and got into a trance.
-I will never forget this Time Travel, even if I try.
-Make Time Travel available for everyone.

TV-program about Time Travels
Just like last year there was a live panel discussion about Time Travel Education in South Africa in the TV
program African Views at SABC studios in Johannesburg. Ebbe Westergren, Louis Marais and Gulshera
Kahn sat in the panel, and in the audience were 30 persons from Bridging Ages South Africa, from Western
Cape, Kwa Zulu Natal, North West Province and Mpumelanga. It was a lively discussion, among others of
how to handle the dark sides of the history. Almost 100 million people watched the TV program live all over
Africa in the evening of the 30th of October.
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Bridging Ages South Africa!

Time Travel “actors” from Kwa Zulu Natal, Mpumelanga,
Western Cape and Sweden.

A local youth song and dance group
entertained at the launch.

South Africa has formed a national branch of Bridging Ages! The launch of Bridging Ages South Africa
took place at the Worcester Museum the 28th of October. More than 100 guests from different parts of the
country and some Swedes were invited to the launch and participated in the celebrations. Speeches, singing
and dancing was part of the program and there was a even a Time Travel drama at the end. All the Time
Travels made in South Africa this far was highlighted by people from the different provinces…

The board of Bridging Ages South Africa
Tizzie Mangiagalli
Worcester Museum
Chairperson

Sanjay Singh
Mpumelanga
Deputy chairperson

Gulshera Khan
Port Shepstone
Secretary

Mark Sole
KZN Museum Service
Treauserer

Kgomotso Mogethi
Mpumelanga

Dudu Modise
Potchefstroom

Velaphi Fatyela
Potchefstroom

Ebbe Westergren
Bridging Ages International

From left to right: Gulshera Khan, Sanjay Singh, Kgomotso Mogethi, Ebbe Westergren,
Tizzie Mangiagalli, Brenda Matsau, Dudu Modise, Velaphi Fatyela and Mark Sole.
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A National/International Centre in Historic
Environment Education in Kalmar

By opening a bottle of champagne early in the morning the 8th of
May, Ebbe Westergren, Kalmar County Museum started the celebration of the new Centre of Historic Environment Education in
Kalmar, Sweden.
Representatives from the Universities of Växjö and Kalmar, the
Swedish Federation for Local Heritage, Kalmar County Museum,
schools, museums as well as politicians were invited to take part
in the celebration. Later on that day there was a seminar about
experiences and reflections concerning Historic Environment
Education and Time Travels.
The centre is built on an agreement between the Swedish
Federation for Local Heritage and Kalmar County Museum. The
aim is to use the mutual knowledge and experience to develop
Historic Environment Education and Time Travels, to work more
with research, training on all levels and developing new
pedagogical methods.

Bridging Ages
International Organization in Historic Environment Education and Time Travels
15 countries in Europe, Africa, Asia and America – People from museums, schools, municipalities,
provinces, universities, historical societies, social service, war veterans, churches etc
350 people on the e-mailing list
Bridging Ages Network in Finland - Bridging Ages South Africa

Bridging Ages Board
Ebbe Westergren- President
Kalmar läns museum
Kalmar, Sweden

Jon Hunner- Vice President
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, NM, USA

Nina Clark- Secretary
The American Swedish Institute
Minneapolis, MN, USA

Leen Jõesoo
Estonian Folk Art and Craft Union
Tallinn, Estonia

Eugenia Bolognesi
Associazione Palatina-Istanbul
Rome, Italy

Agrita Ozola
Tukums Museum
Tukums, Latvia

Annina Ylikoski
The Ostrobothnian children's culture network BARK
Solf, Finland

Tizzie Mangiagalli
Worcester Museum
Worcester, South Africa

Editor: Helen Eklund (helen.eklund@kalmarlansmuseum.se) and Jon Hunner (jhunner@nmsu.edu)
Ebbe Westergren, Kalmar County Museum, Sweden - president of the Bridging Ages Organization.
ebbe.westergren@kalmarlansmuseum.se
Kalmar County Museum, Box 104, 391 21 Kalmar, Sweden. Tel: 00 46 480 45 13 45
Layout: Birger Ohlson
To be part of the mailing list, subscribe to the newsletter or send your contributions,
please e-mail ebbe.westergren@kalmarlansmuseum.se
Next newsletter March 2010
www.bridgingages.com
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